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How To Start Your Watch

To start your watch remove the plastic guard from 
under the crown, then press the crown in against 
the case. The second hand will begin advancing in 
ones econd intervals.
Some deep-depth water-resistant watches require 
the setting crown to be screwed in to secure water-
resistance. If your watch case has a protrusion with
screw threads, the crown must be screwed in after
setting the watch.
To screw in, push the crown firmly against the 
threaded protrusion and hold in while turning the 
crown clockwise. Continue to screw in the crown 
until it is tight. You will need to unscrew the crown 
(counter-clockwise) before pulling it out the next 
time you want to set your watch. 

Water Resistance

*pounds per square inch absolute
WARNING: TO MAINTAIN WATER-RESISTANCE,
DO NOT PRESS ANY BUTTONS OR PULL OUT
THE CROWN UNDER WATER UNLESS YOUR
WATCH IS INDICATED AS 30 METER WATER-
RESISTANT.

Water Resistant Depth            Atmosphere
30m/98ft 3ATM

1. Watch is water-resistant only as long as crystal,
    crown and case remain intact.
2. Watch is not a diver watch and should not be used
    for diving.
3. Rinse watch with fresh water after exposure to 
    salt water.

Button A: 

Button B: 

CROWN

start / stop / restart

MINUTE HAND

24 HOURS HANDMINUTE HAND

SECOND HAND

SECOND HAND

HOUR HAND

● Before setting the time, be sure to check that the WATCH 
   small hands are in “0” position when the watch is reset. (For
   resetting the chronograph watch)
● If any of the WATCH hands does not return to ”0” position, 
   follow the procedure below.

2. TIME/CALENDAR SETTING
CROWN
Pull out to first click and turn
clockwise until the previous day’s
date appears.

reset / split/ split release

Chrono Display Type How To Set Chrono Type Watch
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Date

▼

▼

▼

▼
Push back in to normal position in
accordance with a time signal.

Set Hour and Minute hands.

Turn clockwise until the desired
date appears.

Pull out to second click when
Second hand is at the 12 o’clock
position.

3. ADJUSTING THE HAND POSITION

• There are several precautions to consider as well:
- Do not put a water resistant watch in water while the
crown is pulled out.
- Do not tum or pull out the crown when the watch is 
  wet.
- Even if a watch is resistant, avoid placing it direclly 
  under running water from a faucet.The water pres-
  sure from a faucet is sufficient to result in moisture 
  penetration inside the watch.
- The water resistance of a watch is not permanently
  guaranteed. It is affected by the ageing of gaskets 
  or delormation of watch part due to an accidental 
  shock.We recommend that you have the water re-
  sistance of the watch checked regularly to ensure 
  it’s functionality.

If your watch is water-resistant, meter marking is 
indicated.

Water resistant is common mark stamped on the
back of watch.3ATM water resistance means 30 
Meters water resistance.However,it does not mean 
the watch was deslgned for repeated long-term use 
in such watcher depths. Please note that 3ATM 
water resistance can be only for daily life used,such
as spash and rain,but not sultable for shower,swim-
ming,snorkeling ,water related work and fishing.

- To preserve it’s water resistance as long as possible, 
  wipe off moisture,sweat or dirt with a soft,dry cloth 
  after removing it from the wrist.
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The miniature battery which powers your watch should last 
approximately 2 years. However, because the battery is
inserted at the factory to check the function and perfor-
mance of the watch, its actual life once in your possession
may be less than the specified period. When the battery 
expires, be sure to replace it as soon as possible to prevent 
any malfunction.For battery replacement, we recommend 
that you contact us and request change battery.
• If the watch is used for more than 60 minutes a day, the
battery life may be less than 2 years.

● Do not remove the battery from the watch.
● If it is necessary to take out the battery, keep it out of the
reach of children. If a child swallows it, consult a doctor 
immediately.

● Never short-circuit, heat or otherwise tamper with the 
battery, and never expose it to fire. The battery may burst,
become very hot or catch fire.
● The battery is not rechargeable. Never attempt to re-
charge it, as this may cause battery leakage or damage to
the battery.

! WARNING

CAUTION!
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● Do not try to open the watchcase or dismantle it.
● Please avoid violent collisions in daily life and take
   off the watch while doing vigorous exercise,which 
   could create a shock to inside movement and cause 
   the watch to stop working properly.
● Don’t adjust the calendar between 9:00pm-3:00am 
   when the spare parts of the watch would turn along
   with the calendar.Too quick adjustment may damage
   the wheel of watch and reduce the service life of 
   the watch.
● For watch with rotating crown when adjusting time 
   please anticlockwise rotate the crown before pulling
   it,do not pull it directly when finish adrectly when 
   finish adjusting please push it back it back clockwise 
   so that it can well prevent the watch from entering 
   the watch.
● For watch with calendar when adjusting please set 
   the date one in advance first after that adjust to the
   date you want by turning the hour hand it can avoid
   mixing up day and night if not adjust the calendar 
   directly. 
● Quarz watches are powered by battery inside which
   have to be replaced in a period of time inevitably.
   Many quartz watches have simple battery inductors
   include the sweeping second hand skipping seconds
   at a time moving back and forth in the same spot or 
   being completely stopped altogether. When your 
   wacth battery does need to be replaced please have 

    

   damage the sealing ring the watch case and the surface 
   of the walch if tlhe watch has contacted the above artices
   please clean it with wate immediately.
● Use a soft and dry cloth to wipe off moisture,sweat and 
   dirt has accumulated on the case .case back and watch 
   band to avoid and maintain ine durability of the case back
   and band.
● The waterproof rubber sealing ring is designed to prervent
   the water and dust from entering the watch it would be 
   better or replace it every two three years.
● Interference of electrostatlc charge may lead to winding 
   pattems on occasion the display screen which won’t 
   influence the functions of the watch.
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Step 1. Use some thing hold the band, push the adjust needle into chain hole,
             pull out the spring bar.
Step 2. Remove the chain, and joint the band together with the spring bar.

WARRANTY

Place of purchase/offical stamp

Name:                          Model No.

Date:

Country:

    it replaced at a repair or service center authorized 
    by West Watches.
● Watch bands may require more attention since they diretly
   touch the skin and could easily become soiled form per-
   spiration and dust they should regularly.
   For metal hand, please use a soft toothbrush to remove 
   the stains for heavy stains it is highly recommended to 
   apply a mild soap or detergent mixed with mixed with 
   wather to clean them.  
   For leather strap apply some leather oil on surface is a 
   good way to protect. It is best avoid wearinig a leather 
   strap watch while in the shower, swimming and perform-
   ing water relate everyday activities if the strap get wet 
   gently  rubbing it with a small dry cloth immediately. 
   Also place your leather strap wacth in a well ventilated 
   room to dry the strap and do not collect with sunlight to 
   avoid fading and discoloration directly.
● Please do not make the watch too tight for your wrist.It is
   more appropriate if leaves around one finger’s space 
   between the wrist and the watch.
● The interference of strong electrostatic charge may lead 
   to the failure of the display screen to act normally and 
   even damage the accessories inside the watch.
● If there is moisture appear inside the watch,please have 
   it checked by the authorized distributors or West Watches
   agents immediately. 
● The plated layer of the watch may fade because of strong 
   collision,friction etc.  
● Avoid exposing the watch to gasoline, cleaning solvents,
   adhesive agents, paint or aerosol sprays which may 
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For information on service:
Please contact the retailer where he watch was purc-
hsed for information regarding repairs and warranty.
You can also contact our Customer Service Depart-
ment by using the contact form on our website 
www.westwatches.nl


